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The molecular origins of insulin go at least as far back as 
the simplest unicellular [[eukaryotes]].<ref 
name='LeRoith'>{{cite journal | vauthors = LeRoith D, Shiloach 
J, Heffron R, Rubinovitz C, Tanenbaum R, Roth J | title = 
Insulin-related material in microbes: similarities and 
differences from mammalian insulins | journal = Can. J. 
Biochem. Cell Biol. | volume = 63 | issue = 8 | pages = 839–49 
| year = 1985 | pmid = 3933801 | doi = 10.1139/o85-106 
}}</ref> Apart from animals, insulin-like proteins are also 
known to exist in Fungi and Protista kingdoms.
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all statements citing a New York Times article

all statements citing the works of Joseph Stiglitz

all statements citing journal articles by physicists who worked at Oxford 

University in the 1970s

all statements citing a journal article that was retracted

all statements citing the Daily Mail



What we’ve 
accomplished so far



A large database of linked bibliographic metadata

http://wikicite.org/statistics.html 

20 million items 
40% of Wikidata

http://wikicite.org/statistics.html


Key bibliographic properties

(year-over-year % growth)

author (P50)           860K →  4.4M     (+410%)

author name string (P2093)         40.2M →  89M      (+120%)

ISBN-13 (P212) used for book editions                      30K → 40K        (+33%)
DOI (P356) used for journal articles              6.8M → 15M       (+125%)

main subject (P921)  400K → 4M         (+900%)

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Template:Bibliographical_properties 

http://tinyurl.com/kewe2ev
http://tinyurl.com/lg97gk6
http://tinyurl.com/y99ukpbn
http://tinyurl.com/y858mz6s
http://tinyurl.com/ycu963r8
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Template:Bibliographical_properties


All scholarly articles cited in Wikipedia

All scholarly sources cited 
on  Wikipedia using a DOI, 
a PubMed, or PubMed 
Central identifier are now 
available as Wikidata items 

(including ArXiv links for 
preprints, when available)
 

REFERENCES FOR PENICILLIN ON ENGLISH WIKIPEDIA • https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penicillin#Notes 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penicillin#Notes


A growing database of scholarly journals

44,674 items 
about scholarly 
journals in 
Wikidata



The Wikidata Citation Graph

 http://tinyurl.com/y7acpqzd 

160 million 
citation links
using the cites 
(P2860) property

http://tinyurl.com/y7acpqzd


The Zika corpus

the complete, 
annotated scholarly 
publication corpus on 
Zika virus (Q202864)

http://tinyurl.com/l9c9d9m 

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Zika_Corpus
http://tinyurl.com/l9c9d9m


Open source tools to explore Wikidata

Scholia: a scholarly profile application

LOCATION OF TURING AWARD RECIPIENTS 
 https://tools.wmflabs.org/scholia/award/Q185667 

CO-AUTHOR GRAPH FOR UTA FRITH 
 https://tools.wmflabs.org/scholia/author/Q8219 

https://tools.wmflabs.org/scholia/award/Q185667
https://tools.wmflabs.org/scholia/author/Q8219


...but WikiCite is not 
just about the 

scholarly literature!



3 scenarios

A database of all 
sources cited in 

Wikimedia projects 

S

A platform to host, 
curate, and annotate 

bibliographic corpora

M

A platform to host 
the “bibliographic 

commons”

XL



What’s missing?

English Wikipedia:
1.7M ISBN citations 
685K unique ISBNs 

Wikidata:
40K items on book 
editions with an ISBN



What’s missing?

Works with no identifier

Historical book editions
DOI-less scholarly articles
Works with no/limited 
metadata



What’s missing?

Data models for other 
types of creative work

News articles
Patents
TV programs
Legal cases
Oral sources



What’s missing?

Tools for large-scale 
data ingestion, curation, 
entity disambiguation 
and reconciliation



What’s missing?

Research on metadata 
quality, source quality, 
gaps and biases



What’s missing?

Solutions to annotate 
Wikipedia references 
with links to Wikidata
and to reuse Wikidata
contents in other
projects.



gph.is/2zYhGnv



There’s 115 of you in this room

DARIO TARABORELLI /CC0





WikiCite 2018

Day 1

 LEARN 
& ENGAGE

Day 2
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& PLAN

Day 3

 DOCUMENT 
& HACK

...lightning talks, tutorials, social events
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